
Waste disposal
We can arrange for your waste to be

disposed of in accordance with the
necessary Waste Regulations.

Electrical services 
We can do everything from

visual functionality inspections
completed annually for lighting,

emergency lighting, heating and
accessories to ensure optimum working order

and efficiency, through to testing in line with NICEIC and CIBSE guidelines.

Fire extinguishers
We can provide a
range of portable
extinguishers to help
tackle small fires.

Fire and intruder alarm system
maintenance

Inspection and maintenance completed at
agreed intervals to ensure optimum

efficiency and safety.

External corporate
branding

We can brand the exterior to
allow you to promote your

brand image to maximise impact
or integrate with the surroundings.

Plumbing services 
Annual inspection and
maintenance to ensure good

order and efficiency of
plumbing system.

Grounds maintenance 
Our ground maintenance will cut grass,
trim hedges, care for plants, and maintain
the environment for your people and visitors,

particularly at your building entrance.

Air conditioning 
6 monthly inspection will remove bacteria and improve efficiency. 
*Each second visit we complete a free regulatory F gas inspection.

We can also retro-fit air conditioning to your existing premises.
*Only available if you sign up for the annual package.

Lift maintenance
We offer regular inspections to maintain your passenger and platform lifts.

Window cleaning
A complete window

cleaning service from low
level glazing to higher level areas

which may require special
arrangements.

Drain unblocking service
Blocked drains cause hassle and problems 
and take you away from your busy workload. 

Office cleaning
A clean office makes for a safer and healthier 
environment. We can regularly clean to help 
keep your office and facilities in top condition.

Security
Manned guarding can be provided to offer 
building security and to control visitors and 
vehicular access during normal working hours. 
We can also arrange for mobile security to patrol 
premises frequently, day or night.

Building maintenance
Preventative maintenance of your building to 
ensure the external fabric and internal fittings are 
kept in prime condition.

Hubba
A technical solution that provides
you with a quick land line telephone 
and PC connection in an office, even 
if you have no IT infrastructure. The 
Hubba 3G broadband simply plugs 
into your mains supply and delivers
high speed broadband within 
minutes. 

Damage waiver
Helps reduce or avoid unforeseen charges and 
protects against costs resulting from accidental 
damage at the end of your rental contract.

Water testing
We are able to provide periodic testing of outlets and 
storage tanks for water borne bacteria such as 
Legionella, TVC and E.Coli. Please contact us with 
your requirements.

MAKS can provide you with a variety of Value Added Service Packages

We will also carry out any of these services to your permanent premises.

If you are interested in any of these services, please 
contact:

Internal plant displays
We provide a range of natural plant displays to
improve your interiors and working environment.

MAKS Modular Customer Services  
AZE  PHONE (+99412)437 8872
          Mob       (+99455)318 7394
Geo  PHONE  (+99556)805 0068
          Mob       (+99557)948 6060
Web:        www.makscompany.az
                www.makscontainers.az                       
                www.makscompany.ge                     
                www.makscontainers.ge
Email:     maks-company@mail.ru 




